Abstract—More than 100 million Americans are currently living with at least one chronic health condition and expenditures on chronic diseases account for more than 75 percent of the $2.3 trillion cost of our healthcare system. To improve chronic illness care, patients must be empowered and engaged in health self-management. However, only half of all patients with chronic illness comply with treatment regimen. The self-regulation model, while seemingly valuable, needs practical tools to help patients adopt this self-centered approach for long-term care.

In this position paper, we propose Mobile-phone based Patient Compliance System (MPCS) that can reduce the time-consuming and error-prone processes of existing self-regulation practice to facilitate self-reporting, non-compliance detection, and compliance reminders. The novelty of this work is to apply social-behavior theories to engineer the MPCS to positively influence patients’ compliance behaviors, including mobile-delivered contextual reminders based on association theory; mobile-triggered questionnaires based on self-perception theory; and mobile-enabled social interactions based on social-construction theory. We discuss the architecture and the research challenges to realize the proposed MPCS.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are more than 100 million Americans who are currently living with at least one chronic health condition. For example, diabetes affects 21 million and hypertension affects 74 million Americans, respectively. Expenditures on chronic diseases account for more than 75 percent of the $2.3 trillion cost of our healthcare system.¹

Unlike acute illnesses that may be amenable to short-term intervention, chronic diseases require long-term monitoring and management, lifestyle changes, and adherence to medication regimen. It is estimated, however, that only 50% of patients suffering from chronic diseases in developed countries follow treatment recommendations [53]. Poor adherence to long-term therapies severely compromises the effectiveness of treatment, making this a critical issue in population health both from the perspective of quality of life and of health economics.

Many types of chronic illness, such as diabetes, are essentially self-managed diseases and therefore require a collaborative care model in which patients are motivated to perform optimal self-management [51]. In particular, self-monitoring is important for heightened awareness and progress tracking [11], as the foundation of the self-regulation approach for patients to cope with lifestyle changes [27]. A fundamental challenge, however, is to lower the barriers and increase the motivation for patients to adopt the self-regulation approach for long-term care.

Recently, there is increasing interest in using mobile phones and wearable sensors for remote health monitoring [39], [17], [23]. On the other hand, using mobile technology to improve patient compliance is still an emerging research area. For example, Kim and Jeong have used a self-reporting system for patients to input their blood glucose level, diet and exercise diary using mobile phones; based on this information, clinicians sent optimal intervention recommendations to patients using the Short Message Service (SMS) [25]. Logan et al. proposed a mobile phone-based remote patient monitoring system for management of hypertension in diabetic patients, who are requested to report hypertension measurements twice a day and will receive compliance reminders on their phones if measurements are not received on schedule [31]. These studies have primarily focused on self-reporting, fixed-schedule reminders, and minimal non-compliance detection. Other issues that hinder the adoption of self-regulation, however, have not been addressed and whether these mobile-based tools can indeed change patients’ compliance behaviors remains unclear.

In this position paper, we propose a Mobile-phone based Patient Compliance System (MPCS) for better chronic illness care. We describe the self-regulation approach used for patient-centered chronic illness care and how MPCS can address some of its limitations to facilitate its adoption in practice (Section II). The novelty of this work lies in our use of three social-behavioral theories to provide the foundational principles for the MPCS designed to positively influence patient’s compliance behaviors (Section III). We outline the system architecture and describe the research challenges and opportunities in this emerging area (Section IV).

II. SELF-REGULATION MODEL

Among several frameworks for examining adaptation to chronic illness, such as biomedical or stress-coping models, the self-regulation model is considered to be most comprehensive and flexible [27]. As shown in Figure 1, a self-regulation model of patient compliance typically uses a negative feedback loop. The patient’s regimen-relevant behavior is monitored and
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Fig. 1. The self-regulation model.

compliance for a clinician to choose an appropriate intervention strategy, since patient-tailored interventions are required for them to be effective [53]. There are many potential hard-to-predict causes of non-compliance, which could be either general or personal, such as forgetfulness, perceived lack of effect, not understanding the purpose of or the instructions for the treatment, physical difficulties, or even unattractive formulation. While the clinical team can seek this information during patient visits, the patient’s answers may not be accurate (e.g., due to forgetfulness or embarrassment) and better intervention strategies may not be adopted due to the delay. Here mobile phone will be useful to deliver questionnaires seeking non-compliance cause(s) when poor compliance is detected, by comparing the recommended treatment regimen and the self-reported compliance activities. We conjecture that this feedback system will collect fine-grained non-compliance behavioral data, which when analyzed will provide the clinicians more accurate and personalized understanding of non-compliance cause(s).

Finally, patients themselves must take actions to adjust their behaviors to comply with the treatment regimen. If they are not motivated, the compliance is unlikely to improve even if non-compliance is detected and they receive pill reminders, deviation alerts, and new treatment interventions. Without motivation and commitment, the self-regulation loop is not complete and its effectiveness is questionable. Studies have shown that increasing self-awareness of their own health conditions and treatment progress has positive impact on patient compliance, and social support from patients’ community is also important in influencing health outcomes and behaviors [53]. Thus mobile phones can be used as the social interaction devices that enable tighter communications with (and heightened awareness of) the patient’s community, and sustain and promote patients’ motivations of compliance through social influence from their community.

In summary, we propose to use MPCS to address several limitations of the self-regulation model so it can be more effectively adopted to increase patient compliance. While there are several technical challenges to realize this vision, we believe that a fundamental challenge is to engineer the system to promote “good” patient-compliance behaviors. Next we describe three social-behavior theories that guide the design of the proposed MPCS.

III. SOCIAL-BEHAVIOR THEORIES

In this section we consider several social-behavior theories that guide the system design to positively influence compliance behaviors, including mobile-delivered contextual reminders based on association theory; mobile-triggered questionnaires based on self-perception theory; and a mobile-enabled social interaction based on social-construction theory.

A. Associative Theory

A treatment regimen could potentially be too complex to remember and follow, particularly for seniors who may have multiple chronic diseases, complex treatment regimen,
or difficulties with memory. While mobile-delivered reminder systems have shown promise in improving medication compliance [31], these reminders are mostly delivered using a static schedule, such as sending a pill reminder at 8am every morning. If a pill reminder, however, is delivered out of context, such as when the patient is outside of his home, the reminder is unlikely to be useful. The question is then under what situation a reminder should be sent so patients are more likely to take actions.

The Rescorla-Wagner model, one of the principal associative theories in the area of cognitive psychology, has been used to infer human behavior for several decades [42]. According to Rescorla-Wagner model, associative mechanisms do not simply count event co-occurrences but rather evaluate those co-occurrences in a broader context of the stream of events. Namely, the context of event occurrence plays a major role of causality between events. Recently, this theory has been applied to develop a personalized reminder system for a shopping application [26].

To apply associative theory in the patient compliance domain, the context of previous compliance behaviors is important to determine the delivery of the reminders (stimulus) for better compliance (actions). For example, the analysis of a patient's self-reports may reveal that he often takes medication after completing his morning walk and returns to the kitchen. Delivering a reminder in a similar context, in theory (Rescorla-Wagner model), will more likely result in the patient's compliance in taking medicine (because of the strong association between the context and the action).

Technically, the user context (such as time, location, and activities) can be inferred using modern "smart phones," which are often equipped with a GPS sensor and accelerometer (such as the Apple iPhone and some Google Android phones) [34]. The context can be continuously monitored and recorded along with the patient's self-reports, and the data can be analyzed to model the mathematical associations between the context and the reported compliance behaviors. Next, when the user is in a similar context but has not yet made a self-report, a reminder will be delivered to his phone. We expect that this approach will work for compliance requirements with different timing constraints, and outperform the static-reminder method in improving patient compliance.

B. Self-Perception Theory

Knowing the cause(s) of poor compliance is important for the clinician to choose an intervention strategy, but it is difficult to obtain this information in traditional practice. Patients may be asked to provide an explanation during visits and interviews, but the information may not be accurate due to the patients' embarrassment or forgetfulness, or if there is a long delay between the non-compliance behaviors and the interview. The MPCs, on the other hand, can provide timely self-reports and automated non-compliance detection. Thus it is possible to automatically trigger a questionnaire on the patient's phone to ask why the treatment regimen is not followed. This tool can provide fine-grained and timely feedback to the clinician who can then choose necessary interventions.

On the other hand, there is no guarantee that the patient is willing to provide such feedback. If the patient is being asked persistently, he may even lie about the actual cause(s) of non-compliance. To improve the response rate and accuracy, we examine self-perception theory, which was developed to improve survey response rates [13]. The theory states that, based on previous studies, a survey needs to be designed and conducted in such a way that by responding to the survey, the user reduces cognitive dissonance and perceives himself as a generous and helping person. Accordingly, the triggered cause-finding questionnaire must not make patients feel that they are being blamed. Instead of explicitly asking patients about why the regimen is not followed, we suggest that the questionnaire asks patients to rate different aspects of the regimen, such as the instruction complexity, taste and smell, perceived effect, perceived side effect, difficulty to open container or to swallow a pill, cost of drugs, and so on. By using a rating system, similar to the book ratings on Amazon, patients may consider themselves to be helping the clinician improve the regimen and thus to indirectly help other patients using the similar regimen. We expect that the positive self-perception will encourage better responses to the questionnaires.

Technically, the proposed system will infer the likely cause(s) of patient's non-compliance based on his numeric ratings of a set of factors regarding his treatment regimen. It is also possible to aggregate all ratings across all the patients using the similar regimen, providing population-level statistics on non-compliance causes. The list of specific non-compliance cause(s), however, could be quite large and it may be difficult for a patient to go through multiple screens to rate every feature. Instead, we can organize the flat list into a hierarchical structure so patients can quickly navigate and select the matching option. For example, only when a patient gives a low rating (low means disagree and high means agree) on "easy to physically handle medicine," related options will then be shown, such as "easy to open bottle," "the tablets are too small to handle," or "the rectangular tablets are hard to swallow." In addition, patients should also be allowed to add a free-style comment in case some factors concerning him are not covered by the questionnaire. To minimize typing on a small screen, the mobile interface should allow patients to record an audio clip that can be analyzed by the clinician or coded by researchers.

C. Social Construction Theory

Adopting a self-regulation approach for long-term chronic illness care imposes a great life-style challenge for patients, particularly for regimen compliance when acute symptoms are not evident. The question is how to positively influence the patient and keep him motivated to comply in a continuous way. The importance of family member involvement and community support has been well recognized [53], and there are existing efforts to build websites that share patients' health data with trusted family members, and that allow a
patient community to ask and answer questions about their diseases. Studies have shown that such efforts increased patient knowledge, but were not necessarily successful in changing compliance behaviors [51]. The influence from groups that a patient encounters, including the clinical team, family members, and patient community with similar diseases, can be quite different. It remains a research challenge to understand each group’s influence so we can deliberately tailor the group interactions to increase the positive influence on patient compliance.

The proposed MPCS connects patients with their community using social-construction theory, which suggests that a person will conform to others’ behavior, such as adopting new technology, as consensus expectations of a workgroup in which members share similar goals [15]. In addition, if that person feels attraction to the group, the conformation will become internalization and lead to strong self-motivation for group compliance. Further study has also shown that social construction from a user’s ego network, which is a group of friends defined by the user, also asserts strong influence on her adoption of mobile phones [8]. While social-construction theory has primarily been used for studying the influence of social factors in adoption of new technology, we believe that it will also be useful to study group influence over patients to improve compliance.

Existing efforts have mostly focused on connecting community members for question asking and answering (such as www.imedix.com). Studies have shown that such efforts increased patient knowledge, but were not necessarily successful in changing behaviors [51]. Instead, our approach leverages social-construction theory by using mobile phones to enable patients to share their regimen-relevant activities with each other, to the degree allowed by their privacy settings. Namely, a patient may browse aggregated statistics of his group members as his buddies, such as those he knows in real life, or those introduced by the same clinician, or those he interacts with in the community but decides to establish a closer connection. A patient can receive detailed activity updates from his ego network (friends) as permitted. By observing the good compliance behaviors and treatment progress of his ego network, and “how” others have managed to follow the regimen, a patient may feel more confident and can seek skills from his buddies for better adherence.

Technically, our proposed solution will implement both a mobile client and a backend server for the social interaction system. Enough communication, support, and knowledge-sharing features must be provided to keep patients engaged. It must present community-wide statistics to increase each patient’s awareness of his or her own compliance actions as they relate to the group behaviors. On the other hand, we must address privacy issues so patients can feel comfortable sharing some sensitive information (we discuss privacy below).

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND CHALLENGES

Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of the proposed system. The clinician can submit a recommended treatment regimen, as a set of rules, to the MPCS server, which also receives compliance self-reports gathered from the patient’s mobile phone, either using manual inputs or automatic sensing. The users’ context information is also periodically inferred and sent to the server, which uses the user context and historical data to determine an optimal reminder delivery schedule. The server also detects non-compliance by comparing the treatment regimen and the self-reports, and triggers a rating questionnaire on the patient’s mobile phone. The ratings are used to infer non-compliance reason(s) and the clinician is asked to choose an evidence-based intervention strategy. Family members can also log in to see the patient’s health conditions and compliance activities. Patients themselves can interact with their social community through their mobile phones. In particular, they can browse group-level compliance activities of their peers and follow detailed compliance actions of their buddies, as permitted by the privacy settings. Next, we discuss two fundamental challenges in the design and implementation of the MPCS.

A. Power Consumption

The client application on the mobile phone must run continuously to send data from wireless medical sensors or manual inputs, and to receive reminders, questionnaires, and social updates. In particular, the users’ location and activities
should be inferred using on-board sensors to build contextual user profiles. Thus, power consumption must be carefully considered.

Studies have shown that the battery life can reduce to less than 7 hours if GPS is continuously used (Nokia N95) [16]. To prolong the battery life, researchers have proposed to trade off the localization accuracy by opportunistically using Wi-Fi and GSM-based localization [16], [9]. Activity inference using an embedded accelerometer and audio sensor also consumes non-trivial energy, which may reduce the battery life to less than 6 hours (Nokia N95) [34]. The inference intervals can be enlarged to preserve power, but the inference accuracy will be reduced as a tradeoff.

Emerging off-the-shelf wireless medical sensors often use low-power Bluetooth communications and act in the master mode. To reduce manual input, the Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones constantly probe to discover and connect with nearby sensor devices. The device discovery process may consume 100–200mW energy and take about 10 seconds, depending on the particular Bluetooth devices [12]. Once connected, the medical sensor may either automatically start pushing data to the phone or require some user actions to start data transfer, such as pressing a button on the blood pressure monitor or stepping off the weight scale. Bluetooth supports multiple low-power modes once connected, but a mobile phone acting in the slave mode needs to keep the radio on and perform an inquiry scan before joining a piconet, resulting in non-trivial power consumption [52].

Data transmission over a cellular network also incurs significant energy cost on mobile phones. One possibility to prolong battery life (and reduce network charges) is to opportunistically transfer data using a Wi-Fi network, which is becoming pervasive and often supported by latest smart phones [41]. In addition, it may also be sensible to compress the data to save bandwidth, since local computation often consumes less power than transmission. How to effectively manage several radio interfaces, trade off data compression and bandwidth, and trade off compression with transmission delay, remains as an interesting research problem.

B. Security and Patient Privacy

Medical data collected by the mobile device is extremely personal. It can reveal the patients’ dietary habits, daily schedule, disease stage, treatments rendered, medications taken, psychological profiles, and even social relationships. If leaked to the wrong person, it could be devastating to the patients’ safety and social life. Without assurance of privacy, patients may resort to lying or omitting details in their reports. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996 and the Health Information Technology For Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) portion of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 require every health provider to comply with its Privacy and Security standards to protect patients privacy and quality of service. To comply with HIPAA and HITECH rules [20], [28], the health-monitoring system should provide the following security services: data security, entity authentication, access control, auditing, privacy management, and secure data sharing.

a) Key management: Many security services (below) require proper key management. For example, the system should generate, distribute, and revoke secret keys used for data encryption. Because of the computation power available in today’s mobile devices, public-key cryptography can provide secure and flexible key management [44]. However, public-key cryptography is known to consume a lot of energy [43]. For longer battery lifetime, energy-efficient public-cryptography [6], [45], [18], [22] and combination of public- and private-key cryptography should be considered.

Trusted Platform Module (TPM) technology [50] can also protect the credentials stored on mobile device from unauthorized access. Although TPMs are currently available only on laptops, desktops, and servers, we expect to see TPMs in mobile devices soon [36].

b) Data security: Data security of health data consists of data confidentiality and data integrity. For data confidentiality, every piece of data should be encrypted before storing it in the device or transmitting it over the network; only the authorized recipient can decrypt and access the data. Although current best practices require AES encryption [44], AES might not be the best choice for encrypting a large amount of stream data in mobile devices with a limited battery lifetime [32]. Therefore, it is worth considering alternatives for better performance and energy conservation for stream-data encryption [24].

Data integrity should be protected with proper message authentication codes (MAC) so that any unauthorized modification of the data can be detected. However, we need different MACs for different purposes. When the patient’s data is sent to the health provider, the physician wants to verify that the data is coming from the specified patient and was not modified in transit. When data is shared with peer-group members, the recipient of the data wants to verify that the data is authentic, but should not learn whose data it is. Thus, secure hashing or RSA signatures can serve as an identifiable MAC, while anonymous group signatures [7] can serve as an unidentifiable MAC.

c) Entity authentication: Every person who wants to access patient data needs to be authenticated, both to determine whether they are authorized to view the data, and to provide detailed audit logs of which people access which patient data. A person can access patient data through many different routes, whether from a mobile phone at the grocery store through a 3G cellular network, from a desktop PC at a family member’s workplace through an enterprise Internet connection, or from a PDA at doctor’s office through an in-hospital wireless network. There are many available authentication methods and one might be more appropriate in a certain situation than another.

An interesting issue is patient authentication. Patient authentication is critical not only because the patient has full access to the data but also because patient authentication
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is the foundation for data authentication. In other words, improper patient authentication can lead the system to believe that the data is coming from the claimed patient when it is not. For strong patient authentication, a biometric such as fingerprints can be used. However, the use of permanent identifiable biometrics can raise privacy concerns. Moreover, when the patient intends to deceive, the authentication can still fail. Several studies have investigated the use of physiological signals such as the Electrocardiogram (ECG) or Photoplethysmograph (PPG), for patient authentication [3], [5], [2], [19]. The advantage of physiology-based authentication is that it is difficult to decouple the authentication data and the medical data. However, most existing frameworks are unreliable during intense activity and other varied conditions. The challenge in applying these techniques to patients with chronic disease is to support reliable authentication during the course of daily activities.

d) Access Control: Every access to patients’ medical data should be authorized and audited. That is, whenever a person attempts to perform an operation on data (e.g., read, change, or delete), the system should verify if the person is actually granted for that operation on that data (called authorization). Furthermore, to comply with the HITECH Act security rules, every access should be recorded and auditable [40]. Since a health-monitoring system has many different groups of people with different roles, an access-control method should be chosen accordingly. Although the role-based access control (RBAC) model [14] seems appropriate for its flexibility in managing various access rights to different people by decoupling entities from roles, and indeed has been selected by standards like Health Level 7 (HL7), it has several limitations. There is no way to express override policies, sometimes called “break-glass” mechanisms, that allow access in the event of an emergency; Motta et al, provide a context-sensitive RBAC approach for electronic patient records [35]. Furthermore, classic RBAC systems were not designed with privacy in mind; more recent work on privacy-aware RBAC may be helpful [37], [38].

e) Anonymous data sharing: To support peer-group data sharing (as proposed in Section III-C), the system should provide an anonymous.health-data repository (AHR) service that stores de-identified medical records and generates useful statistics about the progress and compliance status of anonymous patients. The AHR service is designed to be completely unaware of any identifiable data of patients and should guarantee at least a minimum level of anonymity of patients in case of invasion.

Protecting privacy in medical data has been extensively studied [4], [30], [46], [47]. Most work is based on attribute-blurring using hierarchical binning techniques. Attribute-blurring, however, can fail to protect patients’ privacy against sophisticated identification attacks, leading to the development of the concept of k-anonymity [48]. Due to its simplicity and general effectiveness, the k-anonymity model revived research on privacy-aware data mining and data release [29], [49], [10], [21], [1]. These techniques may form the foundation of methods to disclose the desired information to peer-group members while protecting desired patient privacy.

In summary, providing system-wide security and privacy guarantees for MPCS is a rich and challenging research area.

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this position paper we describe a Mobile-based Patient Compliance System (MPCS) for better chronic illness care. Our focus is to address the limitations of the self-regulation approach to facilitate its adoption and improve its effectiveness. The novel contribution is that we use well-grounded social-behavioral theories as the design principles for a system built with pervasive mobile technology (primarily mobile phones), to positively influence patient behaviors by reducing compliance obstacles and improving compliance motivations. Earlier work has been based on paper diaries and periodic patient interviews, whereas we plan to use mobile phones for frequent (perhaps even continuous) monitoring of patient health and compliance, with real-time reporting to the provider and rapid feedback to the patient. Earlier technology-based approaches have been limited to fixed-schedule reminders, whereas we plan to use adaptive reminders based on non-compliance detection and patient context. We are working on an implementation of the proposed system and plan to deploy it with real patients for user studies to validate our hypotheses.
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